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Introduction
Flexor tendon repair is a technically demanding procedure. The
ultimate repair must be strong enough to allow for early
mobilization, but must also be neat in order to allow for smooth
gliding through the tendon sheath. A patient’s functional outcome is
directly proportional to skillful execution, and surgical simulation
might help accelerate the learning curve of junior residents.

To assist with the process of flexor tendon repair training, a novel
3D printed surgical training device was developed. The simulator
includes a surgical platform and an anatomically representative and
bendable set of finger bones. The bones were segmented from a
patient CT scan, and the simulator was designed using an open
source software (Blender®, Amsterdam, The Netherlands).
Replaceable tendons are made of transparent silicone.

Resident (n=38) and attending (n=8) level physicians in orthopedic
and plastic surgery programs at two institutions volunteered to trial
the simulator, and the purpose of this study was to evaluate
whether it might provide a useful adjunct to the traditional hand
surgery training curriculum.

Conclusion

Instructional Video Using Simulator
Video link: https:/www.youtube.com/watch?v=wz67RPj6oNg

Methods

Figure 1: 3D Printed STL File

Baseline Resident Confidence 
(Prior to Simulator Exposure)

Simulator with Transparent Tendons

Future Directions

Bovine tendons cut to human flexor tendon size. Tension is generated by suturing
a rubber band to the proximal tendon end and synching it down with a cord.

Bovine Tendons

Pulley Model

Annular and cruciform pulleys can be strapped to the finger bones, adding a
level of complexity to the simulator.

Using 3D printing technology, an anatomically representative
surgical simulator was developed for flexor tendon repair. Initial
feedback from resident and attending level physicians has been
uniformly positive, and, because the device can be 3D printed en
masse, it potentially has wide applicability within the hand
surgery training curriculum. Further validation is required to
assess its long-term effectiveness in resident education.

3D Printed Flexor Tendon Repair Simulator

Results – Survey Feedback After Simulator Use
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Note: Only 3/38 residents
had previously practiced
tendon repair outside of
the OR. However, all 38
welcomed a method to
practice in a controlled,
non-operative setting.
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